Report of activities done under EBSB

1. **Name of club (Name of Institute)**- Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati University, Ajmer

2. **Email Id-** ebsbmdsu@gmail.com

3. **Name of Club coordinator (Teacher)**- Prof Arvind Pareek

4. **Mobile no. of Club coordinator (Teacher)**- 9414389584

5. **Name of Club coordinator (Student)**- Rounak Choudhary

6. **Mobile no. of Club coordinator (Student)**- 9829444212

7. **Activity-5**

   a) **Name of Activity**- Cultural Evening

   b) **Date**- 4-3-2020

   c) **Brief Description of Activity**- A cultural Evening was organized at MDSU ajmer by members of EBSB Club to showcase the cultural heritage of Assam, Bihu Dance performance was given by club members, An Ebsb club theme song was composed and presented at the event, and Assam’s renowned Singer Mr Bhupen Hazarika’s Hindi Songs was also performed at the event By Dr Dilip Kumar Sharma, Director, Vardhaman Mahaveer Open University, Kota. We also had
event attendants from Assam as two research scholars Mr Pratik and Miss Dolly joined our Event night.

d) Selected Photos-